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AIR CONDITIONING
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By STEVE STEINER
ssteiner@clermontnewsleader.com

“My wife is an absolute delight,” Charles Towne said. 
“Even in her diminished state.”

He visits her every day at the nursing home, where she 
has resided the past seven years.. But long before having 
to do that, he has been taking care of her for 21 years. 
Nancy is afflicted with Alzheimer’s disease, early onset Alz-
heimer’s.

Prior to that, though, Nancy was an adventurer. Among 
her accomplishments were three archeological digs in the 
State of Israel. She also was one of the few people to climb 
to the top of the Great Pyramid of Giza at a time when 
it had been closed to climbing by the Egyptian govern-
ment. Despite that ban, she managed to get permission to 
make the climb. However, when she reached the summit, 
she lost vision in her left eye, which she later regained. It 
turned out that she had MS (Multiple Sclerosis).

The two met when Townes was 60 and Nancy was 45. 
They fell deeply in love. As he writes in his book, “Love 
Cares,” approximately “ … two years into our marriage, her 
MS spiraled downward, resulting in a significant loss of mo-
bility.” She went from a cane to a walker and ultimately 
to a wheelchair. Not too long after, memory lapses began.

Among the first instances involved her calling him one 
evening, distraught and crying. Townes writes:

“Upon leaving work, instead of turning right as she 
should have, she had turned left. She drove and drove and 
found herself about thirty miles in the opposite direction. 
She was very confused and lost.”

The same incident happened a month later, only this 
time it involved several minor fender benders, as well as 
having rear-ended a pickup truck. Eventually her driver’s 
license had to be revoked.

‘It’s been an incredible journey’
Those weren’t the only examples.
“I noticed personality quirks as she was changing. Things 

[that were] not typical of Nancy,” he said, and recalled an 
incident. “I went looking for Nancy one day. She was three 
blocks away, stark naked.”

NOT AN EASY DECISION

But there were two incidents that made it obvious the 
time had come when he knew he could no longer do it on 
his own.

In the first incident, Nancy, who was an excellent house-
keeper, accepted help from Townes to make the bed. He 
lifted a pillow to fluff and discovered a 10” butcher knife. 
She claimed he had placed it there.

It was, however, the next thing that forced the reality 
of the situation. She had been watching TV when she de-
cided to make something on the stove. She turned on the 
stove and placed a pan with food atop it, then went back 
to watching television. 

After awhile, smoke began to fill the kitchen. Nancy 
went to extinguish the fire by placing a towel over the pan. 
At that moment, as Townes entered the kitchen, the towel 
burst into flames.

“It’s one of the most difficult things I’ve done in my life 
— and the most rewarding,” he said. But it is tinged with 
a sadness, nevertheless. He recounted an exchange that oc-
curs when visiting.

“Charles, when can I go home?” 
“Soon, honey, soon.”

BEING A CAREGIVER

“I learned a lesson from that,” said Townes. “You are 
mortal.” 

From that, he has developed the “Rule of Three.”

“Just as there is “Six Degrees of Separation, there is the 
“Rule of Three,” he said. “We are caregivers. We know care-
givers. We will all need a caregiver if we live long enough.”

Still, he admits that to this day it still concerns him.
“The tendency is to stay the course,” he said. “But after 

awhile you realize you can’t.” There are, however, things a 
person can do for a loved one who has had to be placed in 
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